ICD Section VIII
Perpetual Fellowship Roll

The Section VIII Perpetual Fellowship Roll commemorates the passing of our Fellows through the years. We thank each of them for the outstanding contributions they made to advancing our profession and to improving oral health in communities in our region. We are eternally indebted to them for their leadership and example.

The Section VIII Perpetual Fellowship Roll was introduced in 2020 to commemorate the 100th anniversary of the International College of Dentists.

Kenneth Thomas Adamson
Kevin R Allen
Vincent C Amerena
Ralph E Annells
Frederick Arnold
Alwyn James Arnott
H P F Assheton-Chin
John S Baird
David E Barmes
Anthony P Barrett
Earle H Bastian OBE
Leonard S Beckett
Percy Raymond Begg AO
John D Bergman
J Warren Berry
Clifford G Black
David C Blaikie AM
A John Bloomfield
John Moss Booth
Peter C Brothers OAM
Kenneth A Brown AM
Vivian B Burgess
Neil T C Burman
Bruce B Burns OBE
John F Burrow
Rosemary Cane
T Eric Canning MBE
Brian Capper
Frank Carberry
Lloyd M Carr
Robert Carter
Richard C Case
William E Chalmers
George Christensen
Maurice C Churton
John Gerald Clement
H Edward (Ted) Cock
Leslie E Collings
Peter J Collins
Patrick C Comiskey
Richard G Cook AM
Robert M Cook AM
Mervyn F Corder
Allan B Coster
Neville J Cox
Ian E Crapp
Lloyd M Crawford
Brian C Crisp
James M Croker AM
Laurence J Croxson
Alton Cusick
Ron Czernezkyj
John W Dallimore Jnr
John Dann
John Dawkins
J B Day AM
Ewan L Deane OBE
Alistair Devlin
Gerald R Dickinson
Frank J Digwood
Ian R Dingle
Maurice WDingle
Rupert J Dingle
Sydenham Dobbin AM
Ronald J Dobinson
K Ian Donaldson
Bruce G H Drysdale OAM
Norman Eynon Edney
John Edwards ONZM
Stuart Edwards
Ernst H Ehrmann MBE
Keith A Eriksen
Elizabeth A Fanning
Peter R Finch
Peter N Findlay
Brian H (Bud) Ford
Peter A Foreman
Kenneth Franklin
Derek Freeman AM
James Ferris Fuller CBE OBE ED
D Roger Gain
Stuart B Gairns AM
Brian Gedye
Eric J Gee AM
Hartley Gibson
Thomas G Goodall
John R Goodhart
George Gow-Gates
James K Grainger
Donald G Green
Catherine Groenlund
Roadley B Guise
Kogulan Gunaratnam
Denis J Hagarty
Martin Halas (Honorary Fellow)
Spyros E Halikis AM
Geoffrey C Hall AM
Douglas Hamilton
John B Harrington (Honorary Fellow)
Robert Harris AM MBE
Peter Hastie
John E Hawke
Denis Hegarty
Peter Hellen
Francis E Helmore
Brian M Henderson
Gilbert Henderson
Fred Henning
Neil Henry AM
Neville Hill
Alfred James Hoole
Peter J Hooton
A Maxwell Horsnell AO
Bernard Hoskin
John Howie
David E Innes
John F Irwin
Asher Joel KBE AO (Honorary Fellow)
Peter M Johansen
Reginald Vernon Johnson
Bruce G Johnston
William E Joyce
Malcolm E Joyner CBE
Des G Kailis
Peter G Kaleski OAM
Hugh D Kennare AM
Maxwell Gordon Kenny AM
Jules Kieser
Richard M King
Ross W King AM
Stanley G Kings AM
John S Kinross AM
Reginald Krauss
Henry G Lamplough
John F Lavis AM
George H Leslie
Peter R L'Estrange
Bruce A Levant
Harris K Lewis AM
John Arthur Lewis
C Derrick Liggins
Bruce Lindsay
George M Linn
Douglas Loader
Thomas H Logan
Gordon A Lonsdale
Sidney Firth Lumb
AD "Sandy" MacAlister CBE
James W Mackie
Owen Makinson OAM
Eric F Marks
Arthur Marsden
Cyril Sydney "Bill" Martin
Kevin H Martin
Noel D Martin AM
James A McArthur
Alan McCay
Lawrence Emmett McDermott
Alan McKay
Geoffrey McKellar
George R McKelvey
Rodney Mitchell
Barry Mollenhauer
Graham J Mount AM
John H Muller AM
William G Murison
Phillip Gerald Murray
R John Myhill
Albert V Neal
Charles Renton Newbury CBE
John Newton
Ian Noble
John E Noble OBE ED
Charles F L Nord
Robert C Y Norton OBE
Gavan Oakley AM
Raymond C Owen OAM
Alan G Parker OAM
Euan Pearce
Braham A Pearlman
Basil W Phillips
Paul T Pound
John L Pritchard AM
Ronald J Purdue
James N Rattray
Joan Rattray
Warwick O Read
Ralph J Reid
Bruce Alfred John Reidel
Bruce Rice
Tony Roseman
A Gordon Rowell AO, CBE
Leo Peter Ryan OAM
John A Sagar
Peter Sapir
Charles M Savage
Richard Setright
John MCC Seward
Martin S Seymour
Henry W Shand
Robert G Sharp AM
C Robert Sharpe
Milton Sims AO
John H Sinclair
Roger J Smales
Alfred TC Smith
Ian M Smylie
Christopher M Sommerville
David Southan
Donald F Spring
Elsdon Storey
Kevin Sullivan
Kenneth J G Sutherland AM
Paul F Swinburn
Ross Taylor
William Tennent
Arthur Thornton-Taylor
David Thornton-Taylor
Ronald C Tonkin
Grant Townsend AM
Fred Trebitsch
Lloyd Alfred Trotter
Robert B Turner
Andrew E Vern-Barnett AM, MBE
Kevin E Versace
Ernest Wagner MBE
Geoffrey M Walker
Colin H Wall MBE
N Stuart Walmsley
Bruce G Wark
John M Wark CBE
Sydney C Warneke AM
Bruce J Waters
John G Waterson
Alan O Watson AM
David G Watt
Norman J Webster
Emeric (Rick) Weir
Ernest John Wilkinson AO
John Francon Williams
Laurence R A Williams
Robin G Woods AM
Norbert Wright

This Section VIII Perpetual Fellowship Roll was updated on 5 December 2020.